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Mr President  and distinguished States Delegates. I am honoured to provide this statement 

by the Indonesian National Commission on Human Rights (Komnas HAM),   

 

Komnas HAM appreciates the Indonesian government for presenting its third UPR report, 

and we acknowledge the vast effort of the Government which has accepted more than 150 

recommendations, we also appreciate the steps taken by the Government to consult with 

various parties in a participatory manner to further discuss its pending recommendations.  

 

Komnas HAM welcomes the commitment made by the Indonesian Government during the 

third review, nevertheless, Komnas HAM identifies that there are still some important 

recommendations which reflected human rights situations in Indonesia that are not yet 

accepted. The Commission urges the Government to take some measures among others to 

eradicate impunity, prioritize the settlement of gross human rights violations, guarantee the 

freedom of religion and belief, and freedom of expression as well as abolish death penalty. 

In addition, the Commission encourages the Government to highlight other crucial issues 

such as minority groups, indigeneous people, human rights defenders, torture and further 

steps of international human rights instruments ratification including OPCAT.  

 

Therefore, the Commission hopes that the Government can use the recommendations as one 

of references in planning the national policy and ensure all accepted recommendations are 

properly implemented. The Government must ensure that national development policies are 

based on human rights principles and norms including ensuring local government 

involvement in the promotion and protection of human rights.  

 

The Government efforts to develop infrastructure should support the enjoyment of human 

rights, both on civil, and political as well as economic, social and cultural rights. Komnas 

HAM will continue to  monitor, encourage and, where necessary, advise the government 

with regard to  implementation of UPR recommendations.  

 

I thank you for your attention.  

 

  


